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Abstract: I argue for an egalitarian conception of market exchange that places the idea of
equal power at the center of a procedural evaluation of markets. I explain the fundamental
concept of equal power in markets and show that the egalitarian conception gives us a
remedial basis for society shaping markets so that they allow a significant place for worker
participation in firms. I use the phrase “worker participation” to mean that workers
participate in the authoritative direction of the firm. This can include collective bargaining
and worker management to introduce the kind of flexibility that is desirable in regulating
market economies. Worker participation is a remedy to the presence of rigidities in markets
that strongly favor authoritarian firms and that follow from and maintain unequal power
in markets. The argument differs from the traditional argument that draws a parallel
between state and firm, and so does not entail a general requirement of worker participa-
tion. It allows for some degree of participation of owners of capital also in the governance of
firms.
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I. I

Contemporary capitalism is characterized by a massive increase in
inequality of both income and opportunity. A significant expansion in
market power on the part of firms in relation to consumers is also evident.1

This has been accompanied by a substantial rise in the market power of
firms in relation to workers.2 A considerable increase in inequality of
power has developed between the participants in the economic system,
which is arguably a large part of the explanation for the growth of
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inequality in income.3 I proceed from two assumptions: (1) markets with a
significant place for private property are highly desirable ways of orga-
nizing production and exchange and (2) persons have equal worth so that
persons ought to have equal conditions for the advancement of their lives
and interests. These assumptions call for an egalitarian distribution of
income and an egalitarian distribution of power in markets. The remedies
for the above inequalities can therefore be of two types. One is the remedy
of redistributing income. Call this the redistributive approach. The other is
the regulation and shaping of markets to achieve a distribution of power
that equally empowers the participants in the market; this prevents some
from being able to determine the outcomes of the market without the
agreement of the other equal participants. The distribution of power can
involve regulations of the market—such as antitrust legislation, minimum
wage, and occupational safety and health regulations—or protection of
countervailing power in the market—as in protection of unions or the
inclusion of wage earners in the governance of firms. Call this the market
power distribution approach. These approaches need to be used in tandem
becausemarket power distribution is, in part, a function of the distribution
of wealth and income.

In this essay, I develop the market power distribution approach as it
determines the relations between firms and workers. I argue that there is
a case for worker participation in the governance of firms, but that this case
is remedial and qualified. “Worker participation in firmgovernance”means
that theworkers in a firm have a substantial share of collectively held power
over the authoritative direction of the firm, and thus over some of the social
world they live in, and consequently workers have responsibility for how
the firm develops in a larger market economy. I will use the expression
“worker participation” to refer to a toolkit of different kinds of worker
empowerment, including collective bargaining, worker cooperatives, and
works councils, as well as combinations of these as we see in German
codetermination. The case is remedial in the sense that worker participation
is called for when there is inequality of power in the market because it
restores equality of power in the market. My thesis, as we will see, is that
workers have remedial rights to participate in running the firms they are
members of, although these rights do not necessarily include a right to
complete control.

I argue the case from a deeper principle that I call the egalitarian power
distribution principle.4 It applies to collective decision-making, in which
case it requires democratic decision-making. And it applies to the distribu-
tion of power in markets, which I will elaborate and defend here as an

3 See Anna Stansbury and Lawrence Summers, “The Declining Worker Power Hypothesis:
An Explanation for the Recent Evolution of the American Economy,” NBER Working Paper
Series, no. 27193 (2020).

4 See Thomas Christiano, “The Wage Setting Process,” Erasmus Journal of Philosophy and
Economics 11, no. 2 (2018): 57–84.
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egalitarian conception of exchange. There is, I will argue, a strong analogy
between the equal distribution of power in democratic collective decision-
making and the egalitarian distribution of power inmarkets. To be clear, the
egalitarian conception of exchange does not itself entail the need for worker
participation in the governance of firms. But I argue that worker participa-
tion in firm governance may be required as a remedy for the incomplete
realization of the egalitarian conception of exchange in markets. In this
essay, I work out the conceptual and theoretical basis for a framework with
which to assess worker participation.

The basic structure of the argument is as follows. Premise 1 asserts that
there ought to be an equal distribution of power in the marketplace
among all the participants in the market. I will offer a partial defense of
this premise by exploiting the analogy with democracy in collective
decision-making. The elaboration of this premise asserts that the equal
distribution of power consists in a robust equality of opportunity in the
market as well as equality in the cognitive conditions of participants in the
market. Equality of opportunity and equality in cognitive conditions
establish equality of power in the marketplace because the basic constit-
uents of power in the market consist in the outside option for each partic-
ipant and each participant’s ability to understand the consequences and
implications of her choices. This is an essentially procedural account of the
distribution of power in markets.

Premise 2 asserts that if there is a genuinely equal distribution of power,
then it should be as easy for workers to rent capital as for capital to rent
workers. The only facts weighing in favor of one or the other are the
preferences of the participants. In other words, the market is completely
open to different forms of organization. This situation is realized when
markets are perfectly competitive and complete.5 In perfectly competitive
and complete markets with an egalitarian distribution of initial endow-
ments, equality of power in markets is realized and it implies that how
people want to organize production should be entirely up to them. Strictly
speaking, in the context of complete and competitive markets, the full
realization of equal capacity is compatible with all firms being authoritar-
ian. Authoritarian firms could be made legitimate by the free choices of
equally empowered participants. From premise 2, when a market is not
open, in the sense that it is strongly biased toward unequal power and an
authoritarian form of organization in the firm, then equality of capacity is
not fully realized.

Premise 3 asserts that incomplete and imperfect markets can be rigidly
biased against equality of power between workers and owners and have a
tendency toward authoritarian organization. I articulate the ways in which

5 See Jacques H. Dreze, Labour Management, Contracts, and Capital Markets: A General Equilib-
rium Approach (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1989), 25.
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such markets tend toward unequal power and are mostly closed to worker
participation.

Premise 4 affirms that the principle of equal capacity establishes that
worker participation in the firm is a presumptive remedy when markets
are rigidly biased toward inequality of power and authoritarian firms. If
equal participation ismade impossible or very difficult, equal capacity is not
achieved and it ought to be remedied byworker voice in the firm. I argue in
favor of the presumptive remedy.

The presumption can be defeated in several ways. First, it can be
defeated if some of the participants do not want equal power. To be sure,
the lack of desire for equal power must arise in a way such that it is not the
result of a sense of inferior moral status or sour grapes. A second possible
defeating condition obtains if there are very strong reasons of productive
efficiency in favor of the inegalitarian form, such that peoplewill generally
be better off (especially the worst-off) with this form than with an egali-
tarian one. I do not think that any forms of worker participation are, as a
rule, productively inefficient but there may be some circumstances in
which they are, and then the presumption favoring worker participation
would be defeated.

In other words, if there is a rigidity in the market that makes inequality of
power in authoritarian firms very difficult to displace, and if the source of
the rigidity is not a defeater for the presumption of equality of participation,
then there is a need for the remedy of worker participation in the market to
realize equality in the market.

By remedy, Imean a legal device thatmakesworker participation a viable
and potentially widespread practice. For example, the initial set of proce-
dures established by theNational Labor Relations Act in theUnited States is
a kind of enabling legislation that made union organization prominent. The
legislation establishing codetermination in larger firms in Germany is
another instance. This is a kind of regulation of the labor market and the
corporation that can be justified by appealing to the principle that persons
ought to have equal power in the market. I do not explore any such legal
devices here. I assume they will depend for their efficacy on the circum-
stances in which they are introduced. I do not assume a one-size-fits-all
solution for all markets or societies.

My argument is distinct from the well-known parallel case argument
powerfully articulated by Robert Dahl and many others. That argument
says that each firm is sufficiently like a state to impose the same requirement
of democracy on it as is usually imposed on the state.6 My argument says
that there is an analogy with normative force between the ideal of equal
power in political society and equal power in the market. However, it is

6 Robert A. Dahl, A Preface to Economic Democracy (Berkeley, CA: University of California
Press, 1985). See also Isabelle Ferreras, Firms as Political Entities: Saving Democracy through
Economic Bicameralism (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 2017).
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premised on the idea that the market can ideally be a fully decentralized
system of voluntary association among persons with equal power, in con-
trast with political society. The state and political society, by contrast, are
not voluntary associations for twodistinct reasons.One,while it is relatively
easy to move from firm to firm, the same cannot be said of states and
political societies. Two, even if movement between states were easy, the
prime function of states is to achieve justice in the society overall and this
good has some of the structure of a public good, which is not best achieved
by voluntary organization. We see this in Charles Tiebout’s model of fiscal
federalism, which seems to defend the claim that public goods can be
provided in each local government when there are no costs in moving from
one society to another.7Most agreewith RichardMusgrave that the Tiebout
model is not able to assure distributive justice or economic stabilization
within the different societies.8 Furthermore, even if there is a kind of intrin-
sic value in equal governance, if equals choose unequal governance from a
position of equal power, that choice should be respected. On the other hand,
as I argue in what follows, if there is a strong bias toward unequal power
and authoritarian firms that cannot be explained in terms of efficiency or the
choices of the parties, then worker participation becomes necessary. Hence,
worker participation is essentially remedial.

In this essay, I first lay out the egalitarian conception of fair exchange in
markets and some of the motivation behind this conception. Second, I
discuss some of the ways in which inequality can arise and start with the
distinction between legitimate and illegitimate inequalities. Third, I expli-
cate two different dimensions of equality of opportunity that will prove
essential to understanding when equal capacity is completely realized and
when it is circumscribed. Fourth, I articulate my understanding of the
workings of firms in a market economy. Fifth, I develop the different ways
in which a market can be rigid or closed to equal power and egalitarian
forms of governance. Sixth, I elaborate the fundamental principle and then
articulate and defend the idea that giving voice to workers in the firm is a
remedy for unequal power. I then discuss the main defeater of this pre-
sumption. Finally, I argue that the ownership of capital does establish some
claim to control by capital over the firm, but that this claim must exist
alongside worker participation.

II. T E C  F E

Here I sketch an account of fair exchange. An intuitive and useful starting
point is to think about fairness in agreements in the case where there is only

7 Charles Tiebout, “A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures,” Journal of Political Economy 64,
no. 5 (October 1956): 416–24.

8 Richard A. Musgrave, “Fiscal Federalism,” in Public Finance and Public Choice: Two Con-
trasting Visions of the State, ed. James Buchanan and Richard A. Musgrave (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 1999), 155–75.
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one exchange between two people that will determine their whole lives. In
this case, the appropriate background fairness conditions for such an
exchange consist in the realization of equal capacities for that exchange.
This breaks down into two components: equal cognitive conditions and
robust equal opportunity for exiting or refusing entry into the arrangement.
Equal cognitive conditions involve equal access to information relevant to
one’s interests and concerns and abilities to negotiate desirable arrange-
ments. The basic institutional supports for this are a systemof education and
systems of protections of consumers in the contexts of arrangements with
great asymmetries of information. We achieve equal opportunity by mak-
ing sure that people have the resources that enable them to exit or refuse
transactions and enter others that advance their interests. The second deter-
minant of power in the context of agreement-making is the value of the
outside option for a person. A personwith good alternatives has bargaining
power. Persons with equal opportunities for exit have a kind of equal
power. In this sense, I am talking about real opportunities and not merely
formal opportunities. Education, basic needs provision, and other goods
give people opportunities to choose among transactions, thus enhancing
their bargaining power.

These conditions give each person equal power to shape the agreement
with the other on terms she judges best. And this gives each person equal
power to shape the social world she lives in. Giving either person less than
equal capacities, at least for normal adults, would amount to treating that
person’s interests as having less than equal importance.

In the usual case, of course, each person engages in a series of many
exchanges with many different people. Here the same principle directs us
to say that the parties to these exchanges must have equal capacities
globally in the sense that they start from background conditions that
ensure equal capacities for all. This equal capacity condition need not be
fully maintained throughout the series, however, because earlier agree-
ments a person enters may curtail opportunities that she will have in later
agreement-making. If this is done knowingly, later agreement-making in
which there may be some local inequality of opportunity or inequality of
cognitive conditions is not unfair. Furthermore, individuals may choose to
focus on agreements in which they think of themselves as having a lot at
stake and focus less on other exchanges in which they think of themselves
having significantly less at stake. So, the account does not assert that there
must be equality between persons in every agreement-making context. It
requires only a kind of global equality of capacity for determining whole-
life prospects.

One important clarification is that when I refer to equal capacity, equal
power, equal cognitive conditions, and equal opportunity more particu-
larly, I have in mind a kind of maximal equality. This maximal equality is
incompatible with leveling down. It implies that not only is the distribution
of power (or opportunity or capacity) equal, but there is also asmuch power
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or opportunity as the situation allows. One could conceive of this as a
combination of two values: equality and the value of whatever one is
equalizing. Or one can conceive of it as based on an anti-leveling-down
conception of the principle of equality that implies that inequality can be
superior to equality if everyone is better off in the circumstances of inequal-
ity.9 Irrespective of how one thinks of this, it is essential to my discussion
that one conceive of the equality as one that satisfies a kind of Paretian
constraint, which is to say that one state is better than another if someone is
better off and no one is worse off in it. I will flag this for the reader on
occasion by putting the term “maximal” in parentheses before the relevant
equality, but I am assuming it throughout the discussion of equality.

This is meant to realize a kind of equal power in the context of decen-
tralized decision-making that is analogous to equal power in democratic
collective decision-making. This is because the two conditions in the one-
shot case in effect specify circumstances in which persons have a (maximal)
equal say in the structuring of their relations with each other. They specify a
kind of condition of global equal bargaining power between parties such
that each person has an equal say in the formation of the contents of the
series of agreements they enter. And the global principle of (maximal) equal
capacity gives persons a kind of equal say in the formation of their social
lives together with others when they engage in a series of agreements with
many people.10

III. T R   E A

The distinctive approach I attempt here is grounded in the idea that there
is a fundamental analogy between democracy in collective decision-making
and an egalitarian principle for evaluating the background conditions of
exchange in decentralized decision-making. Ultimately, I think the stan-
dards of fairness in collective decision-making and in decentralized
decision-making are grounded in one single more abstract principle. That
single principle is a principle of (maximal) equal distribution of power in the
context of disagreement and conflict as well as cooperation. I cannot
develop that hypothesis fully here except by developing the structural
similarities between the contexts of decentralized and centralized
decision-making, all the while respecting the differences.

What animates the idea that there is such an analogy are the similarities
between what people are doing when they engage in agreement-making

9 I have defended this conception with Will Braynen in our “Inequality, Injustice, and
Levelling Down,” Ratio 21, no. 4 (2008): 392–420.

10 One thing I have not done in this essay, andwhich I am not currently able to do, is provide
a rigorous measure of equal power. I have used various indicators of unequal power, such as
markdowns inwages and extreme inequality of income, aswell as some standard conditions of
such inequality, such as inferior education and inferior initial allocations of resources, to supply
uswith intuitive reason for thinking that there is a considerable amount of inequality and that it
can be lessened by the various institutions of worker participation I have outlined.
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with others and when they participate in collective decision-making. First,
in both activities, persons attempt to shape the social world they live in. In
decentralized decision-making they attempt to shape that world in the
many agreements they enter by altering the rights and duties people have
with respect to each other, the division of labor they enter, and the local
distribution of benefits. The sum of agreements a person enters over a
lifetime give shape to the social world the person lives in.

It is important to note that these two contexts are quite different so that
equalization of power in collective decision-making does not ensure equal-
ization in decentralized decision-making. Decentralized agreement-making
shapes the local world in which one lives so that it suits one’s particular
needs and concerns. Democratic participation in collective decision-making
cannot reach into the particularities of one’s relations with others in
this way.

Second, although cooperation and mutual advantage are central to
agreement-making, so is conflict. Our aims often conflict with those we
exchange with in that we desire to give less for more and so does the other.
The conflict between wage earner and employer fits this quite clearly. The
outcome of agreement-making activity is then partly determined by a dis-
tribution of power among the parties, which I will explain in some detail
below. For now, the fact that the content of an agreement favors the person
with market power over someone without it, is sufficient to illustrate the
idea. I will argue that power disparities make a difference even under
conditions of perfect competition. Nothing in this idea implies that
agreement-making is a constant-sum activity. There is a surplus of agree-
ment but there is also the distribution of that surplus, and the surplus and
distribution are both partly determined by the distribution of power.

Third, the justifications for assigning powers to shape the social world are
grounded in a set of common liberal concerns. Persons have different inter-
ests that conflict and we give each person some power to pursue those
interests. Persons disagree on how best to shape their social worlds and
we give each person some power to act in accord with his or her own
judgment. Furthermore, there is at least a basic dimension of these issues
about how best to shape the social worlds that we do not think ought to be
decided by expertise. We think that people ought to be able to make the
basic decisions about how their society is organized, and how their lives
with others are organized, based on their own judgments. This is the com-
mon core of liberalism at the root of democracy and liberal rights. In one
case, they are meant to provide people with the power to participate in
centralized decision-making, and in the other they are meant to give people
power to engage in decentralized decision-making.

Because the interests of persons are of equal importance andwe think that
each person ought to be treated as an equal in this context of conflict and
disagreement, I affirm that fairness requires that power be distributed
equally both in centralized decision-making and in decentralized
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decision-making. I cannot develop this argument further now.11Here I hope
to exploit the analogy with democracy and the strong commitment most
people have to democracy to argue that the analogical variant of equal
power ought to be applied to the context of exchange.

To be clear, I do notmean to imply that these decentralized settings ought
to be centralized and democratized in the traditionalway.My intention is to
show that there is an analogy between democratic participation and the
activities of persons in decentralized settings. The values involved in per-
sonal relationships and development, the distinctive values that arise from
people cultivating their unique talents and ideas, and the need to give shape
to the local world one lives in must be given some significant protection
from collectivization. And I think, with the tradition of the economic theory
of Adam Smith and John Maynard Keynes, that an open market system
(amarket that gives awide scope for individual choice and that is not rigidly
biased against certain forms of association) is important for putting
resources to productive uses, though it usually will not involve a free-
market system because legal regulation limiting markets will often be nec-
essary to enable persons to participate as equals.

IV. T L P  E

(Maximal) Equal opportunity is compatible with unequal outcomes of
various sorts. Indeed, in some cases, it is illegitimate to bring about a kind of
equality of outcomewhen the foreseeable results of persons acting based on
their equal opportunities are unequal. For example, one person consumes
all their goods, and the other doesn’t and consequently accumulates goods.
This might be an unequal outcome that is acceptable. It might be unfair to
try to equalize the outcome under these circumstances. It won’t always be
unfair to do this, but certainly it will be unfair to equalize outcomes in cases
where the equalities of opportunity were quite robust and where the out-
comes are not terrible.

First, let us describe and analyze the case in which equal opportunity can
legitimate the outcome in markets. This is the case in which differences in
outcome are the results of people’s choices in two different ways. It is one in
which the difference itself is the result of people making choices about how
they want to organize their lives with others.

For example, two persons come to see that a hierarchical relation between
them is desirable and choose to enter that relation because they think it is
desirable. They could have chosen a different kind of relation, but they
didn’t. For example, one personmay simply notwant to have responsibility
for the products of the relationship and may want to be able to detach

11 I have developed it in some detail for democratic and basic liberal rights in Thomas
Christiano, The Constitution of Equality: Democratic Authority and Its Limits (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2008).
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himself from it, while the other wants to have responsibility. They could
then enter that relationwillingly. They could have chosen amore egalitarian
relationship in which both have joint responsibility and authority, but they
didn’t. In this case, if the background conditions are ones of equal power, it
is difficult to see why the subsequent inequality in authority is problematic.
We should expect this kind of divergence from equality in a highly plural-
istic society where people have very different preferences. This example
illustrates different ways in which one can choose to enter an unequal
relationship. Each chose the character of the relationship and they chose
the distinctive positions they would occupy in this relationship. Let us call
the first choice the structural choice and the second choice the positional
choice. The fortunate situation in our example is that they both wanted
the same structural choice and they had complementary desires regarding
the individual positional choice. Herewe have an unequal outcome, but it is
fully legitimate from the standpoint of equality.12

The other kind of inequality thatmay be justifiedwhen there is equality of
opportunity is that persons with greater relevant talent should be put in
places where their talents will do the most good, which usually involves
some inequality in power. Such inequality of power is compatible with
worker participation since the members of the firm can all recognize talent
and put people with high talent in the right places in the division of labor.
The analogy with democracy can be instructive here as well. Democratic
politics can legitimately give more power to individuals if they are more
capable of making rationally persuasive arguments or have talent in orga-
nization or leadership. The power exercised here can be called a kind of
collaborative power or power exercised because and to the extent that it
benefits others.

Let’s be careful about what this means. First, greater talent by itself does
not entitle a person to greater rewards. Second, we need to distinguish
inequality of talent from a monopoly on talent. The latter allows people to
exercise outsized power.Monopoly power allows one to extract goods from
others beyond the extent to which one benefits them. Here I am thinking in
terms of competitive markets in which many persons supply talents. A
person’s position in the division of labor is justified because they can do
more than others to advance the aims of other peoplewhen they occupy that
position.

12 To be sure, matters are more complicated in cases in which people have duties to partic-
ipate. Suppose A and B are involved in making serious life-altering pharmaceuticals. In the
light of the potential dangers of the pharmaceuticals, B seems to be violating a duty to take due
care with the production of the pharmaceuticals if he says that he doesn’t want to worry about
such things and so is leaving everything to A. He may have a duty to participate in the firm’s
governance. I will leave this interesting example to the side for the moment on the assumption
that much market interaction is permissibly partial or even self-interested. I thank Marc
Fleurbaey for alerting me to this kind of consideration.
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V. T D  E  O

Equality of opportunity in the standard sense cannot always legitimate
an outcome. And the egalitarian conception can help us appreciate this.
To see this, we need a further distinction. First, there is equality of oppor-
tunity in the competitive sense, by which I mean that persons have an
equal opportunity to occupy different positions in the division of labor.
This assumes that the division of labor, the rules of the contest, the criteria
of success and the rewards for success are fixed, and individuals have
equal opportunities to occupy any of the positions in that division of
labor. This is the traditional picture of equality of opportunity that makes
it analogous to a kind of fair starting point in a race in which there are
winners and losers. Here the criteria for selection in a competition and the
structure of the relations established by the division of labor loom large.
This is an important dimension of equality of opportunity, but it is just one
dimension.

I want to contrast this competitive dimension of equality of opportunity
withwhat I call the constructive or creative dimension of (maximal) equality
of opportunity. Here each person has equal abilities to structure her rela-
tionshipswith others. The egalitarian conception of equality of opportunity,
which gives each person power over the structuring of the social world she
lives in, points to this further and important dimension of equality of
opportunity.

Theorists do not usually remark upon this aspect of equality of
opportunity,13 but it is crucial here. It includes capacities to shape the
division of labor and to determine the rewards of the division of labor to
some extent, and it enables persons to play a role in defining the qualifica-
tions that are necessary to occupy the different roles in the division of
labor.14 Persons have power to determine whether they work under a boss
orwhether theywork in amore egalitarian arrangement. But there aremany
other features of their associations that they can determine and have inter-
ests in determining. They can also determine what merits are relevant to
determining who should occupy what position. They can play some role in
determining the distribution of benefits and burdens within economic asso-
ciations. Equality of opportunity can ensure this when persons have equal
power to join or not join any particular association. They can use this power
to determine the exact character of the association they enter.

Moreover, there is significant empirical evidence in favor of the idea that
people work harder or less hard depending on the degree to which they

13 Joseph Fishkin, in his Bottlenecks: A New Theory of Equal Opportunity (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2013), seems to be pointing to something in the neighborhood. But it is
different because it is not guided by the democratic idea.

14 A similar principle is discussed in Iris Marion Young’s Justice and the Politics of Difference
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1990).
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think their wages and other benefits are fairly distributed.15 These are all
issues on which there can be significant disagreement among persons and
significant conflict of interests. So, it makes some sense for people to have
the opportunities to choose different kinds of economic relationships with
each other, in accord with their conceptions of fairness. I see this as an
essential part of the complete realization of equality of opportunity because
it gives people opportunities to structure their relations with others and not
merely to compete for positions in social structures that have been fixed by
others.

Here too we can use the analogy with democratic collective decision-
making to see how this distinction works. One partial analogue with col-
lective decision-making that sheds light here is the distinction between the
power to vote for various alternatives and the power to set the agenda that
gives the alternatives from which to choose. It is usually thought that a
thoroughgoing democratic arrangement involves assigning both voting
power andultimate agenda-setting power to citizens. This distinction seems
tome to run in parallel with the distinction between the competitive dimen-
sion of equal opportunity and the constructive dimension of equality of
opportunity. In the case of equal voting power and competitive equal
opportunity, we can select from a limited menu of options. In the case of
agenda-setting power and the constructive dimension of equal opportunity,
we can determine what the menus of options contain. Hence, the complete
conception of equality of opportunity expands our abilities to shape the
social worlds we live in beyond the merely competitive variety of equal
opportunity.

To see an extreme example of the absence of the constructive dimension,
let us imagine a society that is ineluctably divided into masters and slaves
but in which each person has an equal competitive opportunity to become
either a master or a slave. We can imagine this competitive equality of
opportunity to be quite robust in the sense that everyone has equal access
to the educational resources for becoming a master or a slave. The compe-
tition for these positions is entirely fair. But the criteria for becoming a
master are determined in advance, and it is left to each person to strive to
the greatest extent possible to satisfy these criteria. No matter how fair this
competition is, there is something deeply troubling about the example. It
seems that it curtails the equality of persons in an unacceptably narrowway,
even though it does realize equal opportunity in the competitive dimension.
Here is a partial analogy in constitutional choice. Suppose that a societymay
democratically make a choice among just a couple of constitutions, both of
which are variants of monarchy. Here people participate as equals in cre-
ating the constitution, but they become deeply unequal once the

15 See Alain Cohn, Ernst Fehr, and Lorenz Goette, “Fair Wages and Effort Provision: Com-
bining Evidence from a Choice Experiment and a Field Experiment,” Management Science 61,
no. 8 (2015): 1777–94.
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constitution is created. This too fails to satisfy fully the democratic ideal in
collective decision-making.

There are three distinct problems of fairness in the example. The first
problem is that there is an extreme inequality in the positions that people
can occupy, which has the effect of curtailing the ability of the slaves to play
a role in shaping the social world they live in after they have been placed in
their roles. A second, related problem is that even competitive equality of
opportunity will normally diminish after people are placed in their posi-
tions. The role of slave diminishes the ability of the slave to move to the
position of master. Slaves are stuck in their positions to some degree. Third,
there is no choice as to the structure of the division of labor. I will argue that
these problems are closely associated. Now, to be sure, they are different
because one can imagine the conditions described in the first and second
problems not obtaining while the third does obtain. For example, one can
imagine a society in which only the completely egalitarian forms of rela-
tionship are possible so that there is no extreme inequality. Nevertheless,
there is no choice over the structure of the division of labor. Furthermore,
one can imagine, as a logical possibility at least, that equal persons have
chosen the master-slave division of labor. Though this latter is highly
unlikely, and I shall make use of this unlikelihood later in my argument,
we can see that it is distinct.

There is already a great deal of plurality of economic organizations in
modern societies, as Henry Hansmann in his classic work has been at pains
to point out.16 There are firms that are controlled by owners, firms con-
trolled by boards of directors (who are accountable either to shareholders or
to some combination of shareholders and workers), worker-controlled
firms, consumer cooperatives, seller cooperatives, as well as many others.
This suggests that there is already some element of the constructive dimen-
sion of equal opportunity atwork in contemporary societies. But Iwill argue
that there is significant rigidity in the markets that make some forms of
economic association very difficult to achieve in modern societies without
legal regulation.

VI. C  P M

Under perfect competition with complete markets, persons simply plan
out everything in their relations with everyone else. In the case of uncer-
tainty, due to external shocks to the system, they agree on various securities
or options.17 Participants have universal opportunity since there are no
transaction costs and no limits to information regarding all the other parties.
There is no adverse selection or moral hazard, two main barriers to the

16 Henry Hansmann, The Ownership of Enterprise (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1996).

17 See Gerard Debreu, Theory of Value: An Axiomatic Analysis of Economic Equilibrium (New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1959).
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acquisition of credit and insurance, especially for poor people. Persons
simply find the places in which they can make the best contribution and
which appeal to them.And there is nomarket power, or power to determine
the price and conditions of agreement. Each person is a price taker. No one is
subordinate to anyone else; everything is by agreement against a back-
ground in which many options are available. In this sense, persons do not
exercise power over others in complete markets. When A and B meet to
make a contract, A cannot simply determine the terms and say take it or
leave it. A cannot simply improve the terms for her own benefit at the
expense of B.

In this sense, complete and competitive markets realize incompletely the
ideal of (maximal) equality of capacity. The one remaining obstacle to equal
capacity is inequality of initial endowments. Equality in these would be
necessary to achieve full equality of capacity. And a key feature of compet-
itive analysis is that the efficiency and other desirable properties of perfectly
competitive and complete markets are entirely compatible with different
distributions of initial endowments.

Furthermore, under conditions of perfect competition and complete mar-
kets, there should be nothing to favor capitalist-owned firms over worker-
owned firms. In general, there is nothing to favor capitalists rentingworkers
over workers renting capital. The two types of firms can exist together and
either type of firm can be efficient in competitive equilibrium, as is demon-
strated in the equivalence theorems.18 Hence, the presence of a kind of
constructive equality of opportunity is evident in complete markets. This
is an important result because of the central role of complete markets in
economic theorizing and because perfect and complete markets realize the
ideal of equal capacity (if initial endowments are equal). Equality of capacity
can be used as a kind of benchmark. The results we see in existing markets
are the consequences of distortions or imperfections in markets.

VII. Firms

So far, I have characterized the democratic conception of markets and the
idea of equality of capacity that defines it. I have distinguished the compet-
itive from the constructive dimensions of equality of opportunity and sug-
gested that there is a defect in equal opportunity in societies whose
organizations are ineluctably authoritarian. I have observed that equal
power is realized in complete and perfect markets with equal initial endow-
ments and that worker-controlled firms are as likely in these markets as
capital-controlled firms. Here I want to discuss the problem of structural
rigidity inmarket societies and regarding firms. But firstweneed to arrive at
an understanding of what a firm is.

18 See Dreze, Labour Management, Contracts, and Capital Markets, 25.
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A firm is a group of people organized in a nonmarketway for the purpose
of producing something to be sold to others in return for a reward. Usually,
this involves incomplete contracts and some degree of hierarchy that
enables the members of the firm to act in ways not fully specified by the
contract. Incomplete contracts mark an important departure from a per-
fectly competitive and complete set of markets in which all contracts are
state-contingent contracts (i.e., they cover all possible eventualities).

In complete or comprehensive contracts, A andBmake an agreement that
holds for all possible eventualities, and all the contractually agreed elements
are fully observable and enforceable. There are some uncertainties about
hownatural eventsmay impact agreements.And in imperfectmarkets there
may be uncertainties about what A and B will do since they may not know
each other’s types and theymay not be able to verify the levels of effort each
puts in. But the contract is written for all the different possible outcomes.19

Incomplete contracts do not have provisions for all possible eventualities.
They leave gaps and they leave some provisions missing. Obligations are
undetermined in some cases and are vague or ambiguous in other cases. The
incompleteness arises from the various costs of contracting. These costs
arise from the inability of agents to foresee all the things that might arise
for the relationship and from the complexity of the negotiations that are
necessary for a complete contract.20

Incomplete contracts raise the question of who has control at a particular
point in time after the contract has been made. Who gets to fill in the blanks
left by the incomplete contract? And who gets to determine when the
contract has been fulfilled or not? A standard way of filling in the gaps is
through the construction of a firm with hierarchical relationships between
some persons and others. There is a kind of limited authority relation
established. For example, the contract between A and B is incomplete, but
the firmgivesA the power to tell Bwhat to dowhere the contract has gaps, is
vague, or ambiguous. A tells Bwhat to dowhen the contract has not initially
specified the exact behavior expected of B. A fills in the blanks at the
appropriate moment. And the contract may give A the power to decide
what to do when B has not acted as A wants him to act. This may involve
insubordination on the part of B if B does not act as A has told him to act. Or
it may involve something less well defined in advance, such as absence of
quality work or insufficient effort, which of course contracts cannot nor-
mally fully specify. A simply doesn’t think that B has put in the effort that A
wants to see. OrA thinks the quality of B’swork is not as good as hewants it
to be. Or maybe A thinks some other person, C, who is not now employed

19 See Oliver Hart, Firms, Contracts, and Financial Structure (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1995), 22, and Bernard Salanie, The Economics of Contracts: A Primer, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 2005) for discussion of complete contracts in incomplete markets.

20 See Hart, Firms, Contracts, and Financial Structure, 23.
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by A, would do a better job, so A lets B go and hires C on the same
incomplete contract.21

To be sure, B has some power too here. B can leave. If we assume
employment at will, A or B can terminate the contract at any time. But
within the context of the firm, an authority relation is created with real
power to enforce.

The presence of incomplete contracts and the partial authority of the firm
do not require that the firm be an authoritarian institution. An authoritarian
institution is one in which some people tell other people what to do and the
subjects never have such power.22 A nonauthoritarian hierarchy is estab-
lished when the collectivity of the members of the firm makes decisions for
the members. This might be true for the partners of a law firm, for example.
It is true for the workers in a worker-managed firm and it is partially
realized in collective bargaining. The characteristic of this kind of firm is
that each person rules and is ruled in turn.

VIII. C

Consent is often thought to make A’s exercise of authority over B legit-
imate. But consent here takes on a kind of blank-check type character. It is
one thing to consent to do a whole variety of things, each of which is
specified in detail and can be clearly enforced. It is another thing to consent
to someone telling you what to do when you don’t know in advance what
that is.

Two conditions are normally thought to increase the acceptability of this
authority relation. First, persons earn wages for their efforts and for the
willingness to subordinate themselves to others. There is a certain limited
protection from risk here because they are owed the wages even if the firm
doesn’t make as much money as it thought it would. Second, most employ-
ment has a kind of at-will character for employees. That is, they can with-
draw their consent at any time. They may consequently lose subsequent
wages and the job, but they do have the liberty to withdraw from the
relationship.

The egalitarian conception tells us that consent is not enough tomake this
relation fully legitimate. The consent must be given against the background
of equality of power, which is specified in terms of robust and maximal
equality of opportunity and equal cognitive conditions. The consent of a
person who has very few options and little knowledge does not fully
legitimate the relationship with someone who has a lot of options unless

21 See Ronald Coase, “The Nature of the Firm,” Economica 4, no. 16 (1937): 386–405, and
Oliver Williamson, The Economic Institutions of Capitalism (New York: Free Press, 1985) for the
classic analyses of the firm in these terms. See alsoHart, Firms, Contracts, and Financial Structure.

22 See Elizabeth Anderson, Private Government: How Employers Rule Our Lives (and Why We
Don’t Talk about It) (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2017).
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the latter person gives up the bargaining advantages she has in determining
the relationship.

IX. R

Many have observed that markets tend to be biased toward authoritarian
firms and against worker participation in any of the forms that I have
discussed. A market is rigid in the sense I have in mind when it forecloses
possibilities of social organization. Rigidity does not make different possi-
bilities impossible; it makes alternatives very difficult and rare. But we need
to look beyond rigidity into the explanations for rigidity. Different expla-
nations make a difference to whether the rigidity is acceptable or not. Some
sources of rigidity may make the difficulty of realizing alternatives legiti-
mate.

There are several sources of rigidity in markets that incline them toward
more authoritarian structures. (1) There is significant background inequal-
ity of capacity among persons in the society so that some have very little
bargaining power in determining their roles in the firm. This is due to
serious background inequalities of resources and education. (2) Inequality
of capacity arises also because there is a significant degree of monopsony in
labor markets. (3) Owners and managers also have the ability to make sure
that the return on capital to them is as high as possible and thusmay be able
to block a more equitable distribution of control of, and returns to, the firm.
(4) Some structures of firms aremuchmore productive than others andmay
for that reason survive more frequently in a competitive environment.23

(1) Background inequalities and imperfections in the market.Onemain reason
why firms are structured in an authoritarianway is because themembers of
the firms have radically unequal opportunities and cognitive conditions,
and nothing in the society makes up for that. The consequence of radically
unequal opportunities is that some have little power to determine their
relationswith otherswhile others have a great deal of power. The difference
in power enables the latter to say to the former, “Take it or leave it,” and
since the former have little alternative, they take it. Surely this plays a
significant role in determining the relations between employees, managers,
and owners in modern society. It is difficult to imagine that equals would
put themselves in such positions of subordination in modern societies
except under the most extraordinary circumstances.

Another related reason is that societies at present do not offer the same
quality of education to all people, so some are woefully underprepared for
complex tasks while others are very well prepared for them.

23 Marc Fleurbaey, in his “Workplace Democracy as a Public Good,” Revue de philosophie
économique 9, no. 1 (2008): 103–24, also argues that workplace democracy is underrepresented
in markets because it is a kind of public good for workers.
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Another case is whenworkers will not chooseworker ownership because
they rely heavily on their endowment to supply consumption and they are
thus risk averse with it, so they are not optimal investors in capital. In
addition, lenders tend to add a premium to the interest rate because of
the danger of default since the borrowers are not well off and do not have
a great deal of collateral.24 This is a complex case, but it does suggest the
absence of equal capacity since workers generally have to be worse off than
others to have this problem.

The background inequalities that explain firm structure are in violation of
the underlying egalitarian principle we are working with. The problems
posed by these background inequalities are compounded by the imperfec-
tions of themarket. Asymmetries of informationmake it difficult for people
with little wealth to get credit and insurance.

One could simply try to overcome the background inequalities in order to
satisfy the principle. This would require massive redistribution of income
and wealth. Alternatively, one might try to remedy the inequalities by
realizing a greater degree of worker participation in the firm. This would
involve legal regulation such as regulation that favors the formation of
unions or regulation that requires that workers participate in selecting the
members of the boards of corporations. Many societies do some of both.

(2) Monopsony as a structural cause of inequality in the market. In addition to
being responsible for the rise of the firm as we know it, imperfect compe-
tition also plays an important role in creating unequal power for many
workers and owners. Many have observed that the relations between ordi-
nary unskilled or low-skilledworkers andowners are very unequal in away
that gives rise to unequal bargaining power between workers and capital-
ists.25 Part of this consists in very unequal background conditions for
workers and capitalists such as unequal educational institutions and eco-
nomic resources. Another part consists in the presence of degrees ofmonop-
sony that result from there beingmanyworkers and relatively fewand large
firms.26 This does not require that there be only one firm andmanyworkers.
There need only be relatively fewer firms thanworkers with some difficulty
for workers to move from firm to firm, either because of a paucity of
information or because workers are attached to individual firms for a vari-
ety of reasons. There need only be some significant difference between
workers and owners in these respects for some degree of monopsony to
occur. Economists have noted the markdowns in wages for workers under

24 See Samuel Bowles andHerbert Gintis, “APolitical andEconomicCase for theDemocratic
Enterprise,” Economics and Philosophy 9, no. 1 (1993): 75–100.

25 See, for example,AdamSmith,An Inquiry into TheNature andCauses of theWealth ofNations,
Volume 1 (Indianapolis, IN: Liberty Fund, 1981), bk. I, chap. VIII.

26 See Joan Robinson, The Economics of Imperfect Competition, 2nd ed. (New York: Palgrave/
MacMillan, 1969) for the seminal exposition of this idea.
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these circumstances in the United States, for example.27 These markdowns
are indicators of lesser economic power. What is especially noteworthy is
that monopsony can be a systematic and necessary consequence of imper-
fect markets. It slots people into positions of unequal power in a way that is
not explained by choice but rather by the structural characteristics of the
labor market. These markdowns can occur even in the presence of a pow-
erful welfare state that promises to help people between jobs.28

To be sure, not all relations between firms and workers are monopsonist;
highly skilled workers tend to have greater bargaining power due to their
more limited supply. Highly skilled workers illustrate what a market looks
like when there is significant equality of power in the market. Unequal
background conditions play a large role in explaining the difference in
power between highly skilled and less-skilled workers, but the structural
characteristics of the market also play a significant role.

In any case, these inequalities of power account for a significant tilt
toward authoritarian workplaces that is the consequence not of individual
choices but of the structural features of the market. As the market is struc-
tured, some people are going to have to occupy positions of lesser power
whether theywant to or not. Although theremay be competitive equality of
opportunity to occupy these positions, there is inequality of constructive
opportunity among persons. The situation is like, though by no means as
serious as, the society of masters and slaves discussed above. This suggests
the remedy of worker participation to restore equality.

Again, it is worth remembering that in perfectly competitive and com-
plete markets with egalitarian initial endowments, monopsony and inac-
cessibility to capital are not problems. The opportunities to form different
kinds of association are not unequal. There is no greater difficulty in
workers renting capital than in capital renting labor.29

(3) Worker participation as excluded by the need for a high return to capital.
Worker participation is blocked by managers and owners who think that
they will lose some of the rents of the firm.30 Rents, which are returns that

27 For a review of recent literature, see Alan Manning, “Monopsony in Labor Markets.”
Further striking evidence of the noncompetitiveness of labormarkets for lower-skilled persons
can be found in Elizabeth Anderson’s reply to Tyler Cowen’s comments in her Private Govern-
ment. She cites evidence of high levels of sexual harassment, wage theft, degrading and unsafe
and unhealthy working conditions, and an inability to complain about them without retalia-
tion.

28 Some have argued that a basic income can overcome problems of inequality due to
monopsony. But the experience of monopsony and markdowns in welfare capitalist societies
suggests otherwise.

29 Robert Taylor’s defense of labor markets as supplying exit options for workers that are
adequate to protect them from the exercise of unequal power depends on a vision of such
markets as highly competitive and does not apply well to many labor markets with lower-
skilledworkers. SeeRobert Taylor,Exit Left:Markets andMobility inRepublican Thought (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2017).

30 See Richard Freeman and Edward Lazear, “AnEconomic Analysis ofWorks Councils,” in
Works Councils: Consultation, Representation, and Cooperation in Industrial Relations, ed. Joel
Rogers and Wolfgang Streeck (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 27–50.
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are over and above what is necessary for a factor to be supplied, are ubiq-
uitous in imperfect markets. In authoritarian firms, most of the rents go to
the owners and managers. Worker participation redistributes power in the
firm and has the effect of redistributing the rents of the firm, transferring
income from capital and managers to labor. So even if a firm with worker
participation is as productive as, or even more productive than, an author-
itarian firm, there may be significant difficulties in raising the capital for the
firm with worker participation. The suppliers of capital will try to avoid
forms of organization with lower returns when they have alternatives that
supply higher rents to capital. This, coupledwith the asymmetries inmono-
psonist labor markets, will bias the market toward authoritarian structures,
even if they are no more or even less productive than firms with worker
participation.31

(4) Productive efficiency. One argument against egalitarian governance is
that such governance is not as productive in the market as authoritarian
governance. That is, more resources and labormust be expended in order to
produce the same or fewer goods for consumption. I accept this efficiency
defeater for two reasons. First, I think the right understanding of the prin-
ciple of equality must be an egalitarianism that is Paretian. Since equality of
power matters because power matters, the principle of equality must
include a ranking that places Pareto-superior states above Pareto-inferior
states in terms of justice. Inequality is always unjust, but it may also be the
case that a Pareto-superior inequality is less unjust than a Pareto-inferior
equality.32 The second reason is that I think of the market as a means for
satisfying human needs and desires. A form of market organization that
fails to do this well fails in one of its most important purposes.

I illustrate this with one of the most famous arguments that some firm
structures are not very efficient and thus are unable to compete in the
market with others. Henry Hansmann argues that worker-owned firms of
a certain complexity are unlikely to survive in the market because the
decision-making that is necessary to make good decisions in markets
becomes too complex.33 He argues that complex firms with many kinds
of workers are such that there is too much conflict among workers because
there is toomuch diversity. This makes collective decision-making difficult,
and so it tends to weed out such firms. He does not argue that all worker-
controlled firms have this same problem; those that have relatively simple
structures as a result of relatively simple decisions, can anddo survive.Here
we have an explanation of the presence or absence of worker-controlled

31 The combination of initial inequality, asymmetries between firms and workers, and the
ability of capital to push for a higher return are the centerpieces of Karl Marx’s analysis of
persistent inequality in Capital. See Karl Marx, Capital: Volume 1, ed. Ernest Mandel, trans. Ben
Fowkes (Harmondsworth, UK: Penguin Books, 1976).

32 See Christiano and Braynen, “Inequality, Injustice, and Levelling Down.”
33 See Hansmann, The Ownership of Enterprise, 79. I do not endorse this argument. It is

reminiscent of the argument of Jensen and Meckling that I will discuss below. But if the
empirical and analytical arguments are right, that is a relevant distinction.
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firms that is mostly connected with the productive efficiency and the con-
sequent ability of those firms to stay alive in a tough competitive environ-
ment. I do not want to endorse this explanation, but it does serve as an
illustration of the kind of explanation I have inmind. The superior efficiency
of a certain kind of firm is certainly a relevant consideration in favor of it.

There have been many discussions of the relative efficiencies of author-
itarian and egalitarian firms. In the case of unions, many have pointed to the
monopolistic supply characteristic of unions and have argued that they are
inefficient. Others have pointed to the element of voice that is realized in
unions and have argued that this can enhance the productivity of firmswith
unions by enhancing the circulation of information. The most sophisticated
assessments I have seen are that sometimes unions detract from the pro-
ductivity of firms and sometimes they enhance that productivity, depend-
ing on the institutional arrangement. On average, they do not detract from
productivity but contribute to a more equitable distribution of power and
income in society.34 As a consequence, though unions do not detract from
productivity, theymay be disfavored inmarket settings because they redis-
tribute the rents of the firm away from owners and managers.

Worker cooperatives have often been criticized for having short time-
horizons and for not maximizing profits but for maximizing the per capita
income ofworkers, whichwould tend to slowdown output.35 But empirical
research on worker cooperatives has not borne out either of these predic-
tions. It does seem to be the case that worker cooperatives are foundmostly
in labor-intensive and not capital-intensive industries, but it is not clearwhy
this is so. One important observation is that worker cooperatives do not fail
or turn into authoritarian firms anymore often than authoritarian firms fail.
The reasonwhy they are rare hasmore to dowith difficulty in starting up.36

Codetermination, which is a combination of collective bargaining and
worker participation in choosing the people who run the company (without
the workers having to own any of the capital), has also been criticized for
suppressing innovation and thereby undermining productivity. But the
evidence for this is mixed. In some cases, codetermination increases inno-
vation. Also, codetermination is often credited with increasing overall pro-
ductivity in firms because they tamp down conflict between labor and
capital and massively increase information flows.37

34 SeeHristosDoucouliagos, RichardB. Freeman, and Patrice Laroche,The Economics of Trade
Unions: A Study of a Research Field and Its Findings (London: Routledge, 2017) for ameta-analysis
of statistical work on the effects of unions.

35 See, for example, Robert Nozick,Anarchy, State, and Utopia (NewYork: Basic Books, 1974).
The classic economic argument is clearly stated in BenjaminWard, “The Firm in Illyria:Market
Syndicalism,” The American Economic Review 48, no. 4 (1958): 566–89.

36 For themost extensive analytical and empirical study ofworker cooperatives, seeGregory
Dow, Governing the Firm: Workers’ Control in Theory and Practice (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge
University Press, 2003).

37 See, for example, John T. Addison, The Economics of Codetermination: Lessons from the
German Experience (New York: Palgrave/MacMillan, 2009) and Freeman and Lazear, “An
Economic Analysis of Works Councils.”
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So, although I think the efficiency defeater is a legitimate defeater, I do not
think we have general reason to think that efficiency is a reason for not
having worker participation. There is ample evidence that many firms that
bargain with workers collectively and that firms that have significant
worker participation are highly productive and efficient.38

These remarks are notmeant to solve the issues of the productivity effects
of worker participation; they are meant to suggest that there are viable
institutional devices to implement worker participation. One further point
to note about productivity is that in some cases, even if productivity is lower
than in authoritarian firms,worker participationmay still have anetwelfare
benefit. A firm that loses something in productivity, but that distributes
power and incomemore equally,may enhancewelfare on net because of the
gain to the worse-off.

Another way to classify these rigidities is in terms of their relation to ideal
theory. The rigidities in (1) are really cases of nonideal conditions at least as
far as the equal capacity has it. The idea is that equality of capacity is not
realized even in the background institutions, and therefore there is a rigidity
in the market such that it is closed to more egalitarian arrangements. The
rigidities in (2) and (3) are rigidities that can occur in an otherwise egalitar-
ian society. They are illustrative cases of the situation in which equality of
opportunity may not be adequately realized in a market, even when the
background institutions are egalitarian. The case in (4) is one in which the
presumption in favor of equality may be overridden, but I will discuss this
more below.

X. T A   R  F  W’ V

I have been arguing as if no particular form of organization is required a
priori by the principle of equal capacity for a firm in a market. If a firm is
created by persons with equal opportunity and there are no relevant rigid-
ities, then the firm is formed in an egalitarian way, even if it is authoritarian
in structure. If there is no rigidity in favor of the authoritarian structure, then
there is no problem in its formation. If there is a rigidity in favor of the
authoritarian form, then we must make the egalitarian form available in
some way by means of collective action.

The argument for this derives from the argument for equality of capacity.
The first premise is that equality of capacity is a requirement of procedural
justice in economic life. It accords with the egalitarian conception that says

38 See Richard Freeman and James Medoff, What Do Unions Do? (New York: Basic Books,
1984) andRichardFreeman,AmericaWorks: Critical Thoughts on the ExceptionalU.S. LaborMarket
(New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2007) for the argument that unions enhance the produc-
tivity of firms. And see Dow, Governing the Firm for a discussion of labor-managed firms. See
also, John T. Addison, Paulino Teixeira, Katalin Evers, and Lutz Bellmann, “Collective Bar-
gaining and Innovation in Germany: A Case of Cooperative Industrial Relations?” Industrial
Relations 56, no. 1 (2017): 73–121.
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that people ought to have an equal say in the formation of the social world
they live in. The second premise is that the market organization that makes
unequal governance or power inevitable or very likely, makes it necessary
that some people must give up their ability to shape the world around them
to others. The market may not select ex antewho will be in this subordinate
position, but it does say that some will have to be in this subordinate
position. This implies that the society is structured in such a way that some
must have a lesser say than others in the social world they live in. It under-
mines equal capacity. The third premise is that unregulated imperfect mar-
kets actually do realize inequality of power under many circumstances.
Fourth, if there is a form of market organization that avoids unequal power
by realizing equal governance without making everyone worse off, even in
terms of ability to shape the social world, then the societymust organize the
market in that way.39 In this way, equal governance in the firm is a kind of
substitute for equal power in the market.

XI. T P  C

I have not challenged the idea that there is a place for the ownership of
capital in an egalitarian society. All the forms of worker participation I
discuss allow for the ownership of capital and for that ownership to give
some right to control of the firm. What I do challenge is the idea that the
ownership of capital gives one the right to full or even primary control over
the firm that employs that capital.

If we look at matters from the standpoint of the egalitarian conception of
markets and the resulting equal-capacity view, we can see here too that
there is reason to confer some control on the creators of things and on the
legitimate property holders. My being in control of property and of things I
have created is clearly an important part of my having the opportunity to
shape the social world I live in. But the egalitarian conception gives us some
insight because it does not argue in an all-or-nothing way on this point. It
can maintain, therefore, that while the owner should have some power in
this context, others ought to have power as well. And I have argued thatmy
being ineluctably in complete control of the uses of the things I legitimately
own seems incompatible with giving a say to those who work with the
things that I own.

39 To be sure, there is one interesting conceptual possibility that I have not discussed, a
scenario in which unequal power is inevitable, but people take turns in occupying the superior
and inferior positions. This could conceivably satisfy the equal power principle, but it is an
unlikely form of organization. First, it will work in an egalitarianway only in aworldwith very
small firms. In a world where very large firms have a significant place, the division of labor
becomes important and taking turns seems suboptimal. Second, occupying superior positions
is sticky in the sense that peoplewhooccupy the superior positions acquire the skills relevant to
them and the power to keep them.
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An abstract examplemay help here. Supposewe live on an island. I own a
piece of land legitimately and only you can farm that land. Suppose we
disagree about how to do this best, and both our lives depend on it. The
result here is that both of us will have a say in how to farm the land. This
example displays a distribution of power that seems just and in accordwith
the egalitarian conception. This suggests that it is at least conceivable to
have a system of equal power among owners and non-owners that is a fully
voluntary system of cooperation among equals. The idea of perfectly com-
petitive and complete markets whose participants have egalitarian endow-
ments permits such a system of interaction among persons with equal
power, whether those persons have capital or not.

Traditionally, several arguments have been advanced to support giving
owners of capital exclusive control over their capital and a kind of author-
itarian control over the firm. Some of these arguments work to assign to
owners some control over the use of their capital, but none of themworks to
assign exclusive control. I will discuss them briefly to respond to potential
objections to my position. I list the arguments here:

(1) The argument from managerial skill, expertise, and entrepreneur-
ial ability.

(2) The argument from savings of legitimately acquired goods.
(3) The argument from legitimate creation of capital.
(4) The argument from the assumption of risk.
(5) The argument from capital as firm-specific investment.
(6) The argument from too many masters when other stakeholders

have some control.

Let us remember what point these arguments are put forth to make. The
question is whether workers ought to have power in the governance of the
firm as a substitute for the lost equal power in a fully egalitarian market.
That loss of power results frombackground inequality,monopsony, and the
ability of capital to block worker participation, which is motivated by the
unwillingness to share in the rents of the firm. When these three conditions
do not obtain, in the case of perfectly competitive and complete markets
with an egalitarian distribution of endowments, control over capital is not
an issue.

The first argument points to the need for skill and ability in the running of
firms to suggest that firms should be controlled by the owners. Strictly
speaking, one could argue that this does not imply anything about the right
to control the firm based on the ownership of capital. Experts and entrepre-
neurs do not need to own the capital they work with. But the main counter-
argument is that entrepreneurial ability and expertise are fully compatible
with worker participation. Worker participation is compatible with a divi-
sion of labor in the running of the firm, just as citizen participation is
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compatible with a division of labor in the running of a democratic state.40

Workers play a fundamental role in the structuring of the division of labor
andwith the standards that are used to evaluate occupants of the division of
labor as owners do now, but they need not occupy all the positions in the
division of labor.

The second and third arguments do suggest possible reasons for some
control to be assigned to capital. A person who has genuinely saved up
resources from her earnings and has an idea of how to use those resources
for good does have some claim to control over the use of her capital.41 And a
person who has legitimately invented or created capital also has a claim to
some control over its use. This follows from her interests in shaping the
social world in which she lives. However, there is no argument here for
complete control over her capital; the considerations are simply indetermi-
nate when it comes to saying how much control there ought to be. And I
have given reason for saying that the control ought to be significantly
limited when others are otherwise ineluctably in a position of unequal
power.

The argument that a capital owner assumes risk in being part of a firm
seems to ground a claim to some role in governance as well, but it does not
ground a claim to complete control. All the other parts of the firm also
undertake risks in being part of the firm.

The same response holds for the firm-specific investment argument,
which maintains that because the capital owner makes an investment in
the firm, the owner cannot recoup by going to other firms.42 It does ground
some claim to control but clearly not a claim to complete control. Workers
also make firm-specific investments.

Finally, the argument from too many masters, which alleges that includ-
ing stakeholders aside from shareholders in the governance of the firm
makes for a firm run by too many masters, which in turn implies all the
difficulties of collective decision-making in a complex electorate, seems
unlikely to succeed.43 First, shareholders are more diverse than this argu-
ment suggests. They have different risk profiles, and they often have dif-
ferent preferences for how the firm should be run, as we see in the current
trend toward corporate social responsibility.

Is there a consequentialist argument for such complete control? I have
argued in this essay that there are no general consequentialist arguments for
capitalists’ complete control over their capital. The evidence suggests that

40 I have argued this in Thomas Christiano, “Rational Deliberation among Experts and
Citizens,” in Deliberative Systems: Deliberative Democracy at the Large Scale, ed. John Parkinson
and Jane Mansbridge (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 27–51.

41 See Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics (London: Palgrave MacMillan, 1920) for this
account.

42 See Oliver Hart, Firms, Contracts, and Financial Structure and Williamson, The Economic
Institutions of Capitalism.

43 Michael C. Jensen and William H. Meckling, “Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behavior,
Agency Costs, and Ownership Structure,” Journal of Financial Economics 3, no. 4 (1976): 305–60.
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worker participation is on average compatible with a very healthy econ-
omy. Indeed, one consequentialist concern favors worker participation;
economies with worker participation have more equal distributions of
income.

XII. C

I have argued that the egalitarian conception ofmarket exchange gives us
a remedial basis for society shaping markets so that they allow a significant
place for worker participation in firms when there are rigidities in markets
that strongly favor authoritarian firms. The argument does not entail a
general requirement of worker participation. And it also allows for some
degree of participation of owners of capital in the governance of firms. I use
the term “worker participation” in a wide sense that includes collective
bargaining andworker management to introduce the kind of flexibility that
is desirable in regulating market economies.

Philosophy, University of Arizona
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